INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the feedback stabilization of a typical unstable heat equation by means of an auxiliary functional observer. Roughly speaking, our problem is stated as follows:
We are given a control system described by a heat equation with a state ~(t, x), boundary outputs (u(t, -), w,J,. from sensors, I<k,<N, and boundary inputs &(f) through controllers hk(r), 1 < k GM. This system is unstable when no input is exerted. We will construct an auxiliary system (functional observer) described by a differential equation of order 1 or 2 in a Hilbert space H with a state v(t), outputs (v(t), p&H, 1 < k GM, and inputs gk(t), 1 < k < M + N. By setting fk(t) = (u(t), p,JH and gk(t) = (46 .), w,J,-, k < N, = (u(t), P~-,,,,)~, k > N, the whole system becomes a closed loop system. Our problem is then to design an auxiliary system of this kind which will assure the stability of solutions u(t, .) of the controlled heat equation.
In our previous paper [B] , the same problem was discussed under a different assumption, where the outputs from the heat equation were taken out, not from the boundary but from the interior domain. From a physical viewpoint, our present assumption will be more preferable. The setting of the problem here, however, is accompanied by more difficulties; the set of the eigenfunctions associated with the elliptic equation does not form an orthogonal system in the space of square integrable functions on the boundary r. Thus, when both the sensors wk and the controllers h, are expanded on the boundary according to these eigenfunctions, their Fourier coefficients cannot be freely designated, especially corresponding to the higher order eigenfunctions. Fujii [ 1 ] constructed a functional observer for the same stabilization problem. His observer has a finite-dimensional state, but is not purely finite dimensional, since it has to require some feedback operations of convolutional type of gJt>. On the other hand, our observer has an infinite-dimensional state to avoid these operations. Two types of observers are proposed; one is parabolic and the other hyperbolic.
In Section 3, the existence and the uniqueness of solutions of the control system are discussed. In the case of the parabolic functional observer, proved, in particular, is the analyticity of the generated semigroup. Our main results are stated in Section 4: Two types of stabilization are investigated, corresponding to the observers mentioned above. In each case, a stabilizing functional observer is successfully constructed under several conditions including well-known algebraic conditions on the sensors wk and the controllers h,. As far as the parabolic observer is concerned, it is shown that the observer is "almost" finite dimensional. In other words, this observer can be reduced to a purely finite-dimensional one by considering a small perturbation to it. This suggests an easier implementation of the control system, and allows us to consider firstly a conceptional infinite-dimensional observer which may not be a real distributed system, and to design finally a finitedimensional one reduced from the original model.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
In this section, we formulate our control problem and present some preliminary results from the elliptic theory. Throughout the paper, Q will denote a connected bounded domain in an m-dimensional Euclidean space R"', and r the boundary of Q, consisting of a finite number of (m -1). dimensional C"O hypersurfaces. u and r will denote linear differential operators acting in Q and on r defined by fJu = (A -q(x)) u(x), x E i2, and respectively. Here, a/&r indicates the outer normal derivative at each point <. q(x) belongs to r?'l(fi), 0 < wr ( 1, and a(c) to C2+02(r), 0 ( o2 < 1, satisfying 0 < a(<) < 1 and a(<) f 1. A will denote the self-adjoint operator in L'(G) which is obtained as the smallest closed extension of the operator -u with the homogeneous boundary condition tu = 0. The inner products in L'(Q) and in L*(T) will be denoted by ( , ) and ( , ),. , respectively. All norms will be L2(12)-or 9(L2(R); L*(R))-norms, unless otherwise specified.
It will be clearly possible in the arguments below that q will be replaced by a more general strongly elliptic and self-adjoint operator of order 2. Our control system is a heat equation described by ; up, x) = ou(t, x), r@, <I = T-fkw f%(r)> kk, (2.1)
Here, hk(<) indicate the controllers in C*+""(T), 0 < wj < 1, and fk(t) the inputs. We assume a finite number of observations (outputs) on a part of r given by (2.2) where r, = {r E F, a(r) < 1 ), and wk indicate the weighting functions in C2+w4(r), 0 < wq < 1. Note that the outputs in our previous paper [8] were assumed to be (u(t, .), wk) in place of (2.2). The purpose of this paper is the same as before, i.e., to determine a suitable construction for fJ(f) via a functional observer in order to stabilize the evolution of u(t, a) in (2.1).
As is well known in the elliptic theory [2, 31, there exists a set of eigenpairs {Ai, #ij} of the operator A satisfying the following conditions: 6) infXEDq(x) < 1, < A2 < *es, limi,m li = co.
(ii) Aq5ij=Li#ij, i>, 1, 1 <j<mi (<co).
(iii) The set {@ij} forms a complete orthonormal system in L*(R).
The smallest eigenvalue 1, is assumed to be negative. The resolvent (A -A)-' exists for each 1 E p(A) = c\{n,; i > l}, and is expressed by 24 E L*(Q).
The semigroup generated by -A is analytic in f > 0, and is denoted by eetA. Let c be a positive constant which satisfies inf q(x) + c > 0, and set A, = A + c. Since A, is positive definite, the fractional powers of A, are defined through the usual operational calculus [4] , and are expressed in terms of the eigenfunctions
Here, in the case where a < 0, g(A,") means L*(Q). Then, we have LEMMA 2.1 [7] . Suppose that u E H'(0) satisfies the conditions u(T) = 0 on r\l-,, and Then, u belongs to LZj(A :I"-") for any E > 0. Here, we may replace the condition ZJ E H'(Q) by the conditions that u E C'(Q) n C'(a) and that uu is bounded on 0.
We assume an additional condition on the controllers h,:
h, = 0 on fir, and +-&E L'(z-,).
It is well known that there exist wk E C"(Q) n C'(B) which solve the elliptic equations (a -c) v/~ = 0 and ryl, = h,. Lemma 2.1 implies that wk E @(A z'4-E). Suppose that a solution u(t, x) of (2.1) is such that u(t, .) E C'(Q) n C'(a) for each t > 0 and that ou(t, x) is continuous and bounded on (tl, t2) x 0 for each 0 < t, < t,. Then, the above assumption on h, and Lemma 2.1 jmply that u(t, .) E L9(Az'4-E). Similarly, there exist g, E C'(Q) n C'(G) which satisfy (a -c) g, = 0 and rg, = (1 -a) wk. According to (7, Lemma 2.41, we compute (Af'4+Eu(t, .), A;'4-Egk) = -(u(t, a), (0 -c) &J + /a *>7 *) rl = (u(t, .I, Wk)i-1.
Set a = 2(6 + E) and x(t) = A;a'2u(t, a). Then, x(t) belongs to g(A), and (ii) Let vii, i > 1, 1 <j < ni( <co), denote the eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues ,ui, i.e., llqij = piqij. Then, the set {vii} forms a complete orthonormal system in H.
It is easy to have the expression uEH, AEp(A).
Note that -,4 generates an analytic semigroup e--l', t > 0. Two types of functional observers are proposed. The first one is a differential equation of order 1 in H described by t > 0, where pk indicate weighting vectors in H. Thus, our control system has become a closed loop system described by (2.1), (2.4a), and (2.5a). The second functional observer is a differential equation of order 2 in H described by $ u(t) = -Au(t) + + ("(t, ->, wk)r, t-k kc,
A function u(t) is called a solution of (2.4b) if it satisfies u(.) E c'(R+qA"2))n c(R++l"2)), and (2.4b). Let us define f&t) in this case. Let p: and pi, 1 < k GM, be vectors in g(4) and g(/1 'I'), respectively. Set
In the sequel a symbol (v, P')~, e.g., will often be used instead of co1 l(v, P3.v . +. (v, p:),]. Other similar notations will be self-explanatory. Then,f,(t) are defined as the outputs of the observer (2.4b);
Here, we have assumed without loss of generality that (1 + T)-' exists [ 81. Thus, we have obtained a closed loop system described by (2.1), (2.4b), and (2.5b). To reduce (2.4b) to an equation of order 1 in the product space 3 = CS(A"2) X H, set
Here, B is a closed operator in ,P defined by
The operator B is skew self-adjoint, and its spectrum o(B) is a set { fp;'*i; 1> 1). Set /3& = (2,~~))"~ col[r,, f,~~"i~,,,,], I> 1, 1 < m < n,. The set {ok} forms a complete orthonormal system in R, and BB$, = &u:'2iO&. In the following sections, the existence and the uniqueness of solutions of the control system, and the stabilization are studied for each type of functional observer. Most arguments in each case are carried out in a similar manner, and for this reason the control system (2.1) (2.4a), and (2Saj is mainly discussed.
EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
To begin with, let us consider (2.3), (2.4a), and (2.5a). Equations ( in some sector C = {A = < f a; ) arg <I< e}, where 7~12 < 8 < z and a > -1,. Also, note that
The operators P, and P, are bounded. As for P,, the moment inequality for A, implies that
Thus, for any small E > 0, there is a positive a' such that
We finally obtain an estimate
which implies that the operator ~2 + 9 generates an analytic semigroup ef(.d+'). The solutions u(t, .) and v(t) of the control system are formally expressed by
It is left unexamined when u(t, x) obtained above will satisfy the original equation (2.1). When examining this, however, it seems difficult to avoid rough arguments in the above approach. For this reason, we will take another approach.
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that pk E @(A"), w > 0, 1 < k < M. The control system (2.1), (2.4a), and (2.5a) has the unique solutions u(t, x) and u(t)for each u, E GF?(Af), 6 > $, and u, E 9(Ay), y > max( 1 -w, 0). Here, the solutions are considered within the following class of functions:
(i) u(t, .) E C*(Q) n C'(fi) for each t > 0, and ou(t, x) is continuous and bounded on the cylindrical domain (t, , t2) X D for each 0 < t, < t,.
(ii) ZJ(.) E cl(R:;H)n C(Ry;H).
In addition, u(t, .) and v(t) are analytic functions oft > 0 in L'(a) and in H, respectively.
Proof: The uniqueness is clear; the analyticity is derived from expression (3.2). In fact, set I is a closed operator with domain B(9) = CJ(A,"") x H. Take any
The operators S(,cP + .P -A) ' and 9 -' are bounded, and (& + .9 -A) . etcd' ?") is analytic for t > 0, which immediately yields the analyticity of u(t) and v(t).
We are going to show that u(t, x) formally defined by (3.2) satisfies (2.1).
The solutions x(t) and u(t) of (3.1) satisfy the integral equations .I AFx(t) = A,"e~'~x, + J A~eC('--S)A(v(s), P)~ Az14-ju ds, respectively, where we have put A4 = N= 1 and omitted the subscript for simplicity. Choose E so that 6 > d + E = a/2, and set y(t) = A,"x(t). Note that xo E Q@, s+a'2). Through the familiar successive approximations, we easily find that both y(t) and u(t) are continuously differentiable for t > 0 in each space and satisfy y'(t) = -AA~~2-Se~'AA~~2tsx0 + A,"e-'A(v0,p)HA~'4-~ (3.5) and +')'{(y'(s),A
:'"-W t + (u'(s), PL, a} ds, (3.6) respectively. In the neighborhood of t = 0, we have estimates and 11 u'(t)llH < const tYp I.
Since u(t) = A;""y(t), multiplying the both sides of (3.5) by A,"'* and integrating them yield another expression of u(t):
Here, we have used a relation jbe-SA ds=-A,'{eC'* -1 -cjbePSA ds}. The rest of the proof is similar to that of [8, Thm. 3.11 . It follows that fi(t), i = 1, 2, belong to C'(Q) f? C'(a), t > 0, that c&(t) are continuous and bounded on (t,, t2) x 0, and that $f,(t) = @-1(t), rf,(t> = 0, f,(O) = uo,
As for f3(t), we have to show Holder continuity of (u'(t), p), . Returning to (3.6), we have (u'(t),p)H = -(A1pypwe-tA A y uo,A"p), t (Apwe-'*t,A"p), (yo,A~'4pEg) t (A pwe-tAa, A"P), (uo, p>" t 11 (e-"-"'*t, p)H (y'(s),Az'4-Eg) ds
The first three terms of (3.9) are clearly Holder continuous. ;f3w = M3(tL rf3(t) = -{ (4th P>H -(u, 3 P>l, I k .fm = 0. Therefore, we conclude that u(t, x) satisfies (2.1) and has all the properties as stated in (i).
Q.E.D.
When the control system is described by (2.1), (2.4b), and (2Sb), the group e" is not analytic in t > 0. Moreover, it seems difficult to define fractional powers of the operator B. However, we can derive a result corresponding to Theorem 3.1. Since the proof is carried out in almost the same way, we omit it. THEOREM 3.2. The control system (2.1), (2.4b), and (2.5b) has the unique solutions u(t, x) and u(t)for each uO E %(A:), 6 > a, uO E @(A), and v, E G?(A"'). Here, the solutions are sought within the following class of functions:
(i) As for u(t, x), the same as (i) of Theorem 3.1. 
STABILIZATION
In this section, we will seek conditions to stabilize the evolution of the solutions u(t, x) of (2.1) either by the functional observer (2.4a) or by (2.4b).
In each case, we assume additional conditions on the operator A or A. To begin with, let us consider the control system (2.1), (2.4a), and (2Sa). When u(A) n a(A) # 4, it is supposed that a set a(A)\a (A) consists of an infinite number of points (eigenvalues). Let H, be the infinite-dimensional subspace of H corresponding to a(A)\u(A) and H, be its orthogonal complement. By setting Pi, i = 1, 2, to be the projection operators corresponding to Hi, the solutions u(t) of (2.4a) are decomposed as tr = P, u @ P,v = zil @ v2. If r", = (<k 2 rij), 5 I respectively. Our main result concerning the control system (2.1), (2.4a), and (2.5a) is stated as follows: In the sequel, the operator X plays an important role. The second step is to examine the structure of Ran Xx, where X* indicates the adjoint operator of X. The following proposition constitutes the key to the theorem, and corresponds to [8, Prop. 4.21 . However, since the assumption on g, derived from wk is fairly weak here, an entirely different approach to the proof will be proposed below. It is easily seen that the operator A -D satisfies an estimate
in some sector containing the nonpositive real axis. Therefore, the fractional powers of the operator A -D can be defined through the standard operational calculus [4] . Then, the fourth step is the following Set K' = K in the above lemmas. By virtue of Lemma 4.5, the norm of the first term of (4.9) is estimated from above by const 11 u,,JI exp(--let) for t > 0.
Note that 1) e-"' (( YP(H:H) < exp(-p, t) for t > 0. It then follows from (4.8) that the norm of the second term is estimated from above by const 1) u0 -Xx,(1, . exp(-ret) for t > 0. Therefore, we finally obtain the desired estimate (4.5).
Remark.
As is easily seen, K can be chosen as fi, when AJ > ,u,.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we are going to prove the several results stated above.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let us first show the uniqueness. Supposing that C = 0, we will show that X = 0. Applying each #ij to the both sides of XA = AX, we obtain AXqb, = XA$, = X(&qhij) = &Xqdij, i.e., (4 -ni) X$ij = 0. Since Ji belongs to p(4) according to our assumption, we find that X4, = 0, i > 1, 1 <j< m,. Since the set {#ij} is a complete system in L*(Q), we easily conclude that X = 0.
Secondly, choose E' such that r -p/(1 -/3) -4 > E' > E. We can show that as i+ 03.
(4.10)
Note that g, E g(A, 3'4-s for any 6 > 0. Therefore, once (4.10) is proved, it ) will be clear that the right-hand side of (4.6) defines a bounded operator. Supposing (4.10), we calculate for u E @(A) as follows: (6 < E' -E, Proof of Proposition 4.3. In the first place, let us observe that Ran X* = (Ker X)'. Thus, we have to show that Ker X is included in Ef = {u E L'(O); (u, #ij) = 0, 1 < i <J-1, 1 <j < mi}. Let u be an arbitrary element in Ker X. Since the right-hand side of (4.6) is a convergent series in H, multiplying the both sides of XU = 0 by each qlrn yields that Summing up all these relations for h, hai, hbj, and hi, and noting that we have arrived at the desired relation (4.13).
All estimates below are based on relation (4.13). In the first place, let us estimate the first term of the right-hand side of (4.13). Set 6, = (An+, -&J/2. According to the expression of (A -A)-' in Section 2, it is easy to have an estimate; [I(,4 -R,eie)-' 11 < 6;', 0 < 8 < 275 A, > IA, ( . Therefore, with the help of the moment inequality for A,, we find that IJA,"(A -R,eie)-l II < const R:/d6, 0<6<2n, if 1, is large enough. Recall that f(A) = n@f(k), 4 being 1, 0, or -j. Thus, the above estimate immediately yields that If(R,eie)i < const Rz'"/6,, 0<0<2;rr.
The first term of the right-hand side of (4.13) is estimated from above by --$-{const + (a + $) log R, + log 6; '}. n Since R, > const n'-O as n -+ oc), it follows that the above term converges to zero as n + co. Let us examine the second term of (4.13). It is decomposed as 1% I a-4 am (4.14)
A constant C is chosen as follows: Take 19,) 0 < 0, < [, and w > /A, I. As is well known, (A -A)-' satisfies an inequality; /I(,4 -n)-')I < const(1 + I,Il)-' in the sector 2: = {n = r -w; ( arg r/ > B,}. C is then chosen so that fxe-it can remain in Z if x > C. Now, the first term of (4.14) is clearly bounded when R, -+ co. As for the other term, applying the moment inequality again, we have (IA:@ * xePi'))' II< const(1 + x)~-', x > c.
Thus, (4.14), i.e., the second term of (4.13) is estimated from above by
as R,+co.
Let us examine the third term of (4.13). For its estimation, we need LEMMA 4.8. Let N,(x) be the number of Ai < x, i.e., N,,(x) = n for A, < x<~"+lY and =0 for x < I,. Then, N,(x) satisfies
(4.15)
Proof: Let us decompose the interval [,I,, co) into the direct sum of I c,n'-5 -c,, c5(n + l)lPO -c,), n > 1, and consider N,(x) on these subintervals. Since N,(x) is a monotone nondecreasing function, it follows that N,(x) < NA(c5(n + I>'-' -c,) ,< N,(A,+,) = n, which immediately gives the desired inequality.
The third term of (4.13) is estimated from above by
Once an integer N is fixed, the above first term is clearly bounded. As for the above second term, if N is chosen large enough, we have 
Proof
The left-hand side of the above inequality is estimated as follows:
If N is large enough, straightforward computations show that the above last term is estimated from above by the right-hand side of (4.16) in each case.
By putting all the above estimates together, the right-hand side of (4.13) is finally estimated from above by Let us return to the left-hand side of (4.13). We will estimate it from below by a function of R, increasing faster than (4.17). For this, the following result is necessary. The proof is based on assumption (4.2), and is carried out in the same manner as Lemma 4.8: Recall that /3 + y < 1. Then, inequalities (4.17) and (4.19) with respect to R, lead to a contradiction when R, + co. Thus, we have proved that f,(A) = 0.
According to (4.1 l), we have the relations
Integrating the both sides of the above equations along a sufficiently small circle centered at each Aj, we obtain the algebraic equations mi x uijgk,=o, ,fj -p-"(A -D-r)'dp-+.j ,t-"(A -D+Lp)-'dp Ir Let us consider an example which illustrate the relationship between {A,} and {p,}. Let R = (0,x), r~ = d2/dx2 + 4, and t be of the Neumann type. Then A = -d2/dx2 -f , 23(A) = {u E L'(O, n); u'(O) = u'(n) = 0). The eigenvalues 1, corresponding to the operator A are given by (n -1)2 -4, n > 1, and thus (4.1) is fulfilled with /3 = 0. If we set ,u,, = n"', IZ > 1, (4.2) is fulfilled with k, = it, y = i, and thus /3 + y < 1. It is shown that the sequences {A,) and {p,} satisfy (4.3) with p = 2. To see this, we will estimate min,>, ](n -4) -rn1j2 1, n being large. The integer m which attains the minimum is given by [(n -+)'I or [(n -+)'I f 1, i.e., m = n2 -n or n2 -n + 1. Then, we calculate r$ ](rz -f) -ml'2 1 = min{(n2 -n + 1)1'2 -(n -f), n -f -(n2 -n)"2) > con@, as n-+co, which immediately gives (4.3) with p = 2. When the control system is described by (2.1), (2.4b), and (2.5b), we can derive a result similar to Theorem 4.1. In this case, we do not need assumptions (4.1) and (4.3), since the spectrums of the operators A and B are completely separated from each other. Instead of (4.2), we assume the following condition:
There exist an increasing sequence of positive integers k, < k, < ... , a constant cs > 0, and 0 < y < 1 such that ,u:,' < c; ny, n> 1.
Before stating the result, let us consider the feedback terms dfk(t)/dt in (2.4b). Multiplying the both sides of (2.6b) by pk, we find that df'/dt are expressed by linear combinations of (z, BP,),, (u, wi)r,, 1 <j < N, and f., 1 <j < M. Thus, if we suppose other outputs (z, BP,),,, pk E a(B'), we can avoid the differentiations of&(t) in (2.4b).
The main result concerning the control system (2.1), (2.4b), and (2.5b) is stated as follows: THEOREM 4.11. Suppose that the operator A satisfies (4.2'). Choose an integer J such that A, > 0. Suppose further the algebraic conditions (4.4). Then, we can find vectors co1 [ak p,] E 3, co1 [p: pi] E g(B), 1 < k < M, and subsequently a constant c;, which ensure an estimate for each solution u(t, x) of (2.1).
The proof of Theorem 4.11 can be carried out in a way similar to that of Theorem 4.1. Hence, it will suffice to point out a few main differences. In the first place, the operator X is determined as the unique solution of the operator equation -const. Since y < 1, the left-hand side of (4.13 ') cannot remain bounded when R, + 01), which is a contradiction. Thus, we have proved that f,(n) = 0, 1 < k < N. The rest of the proof is the same as before.
The final estimate for u(t) is based on (4.9) with --li, H, and u0 replaced by B, Z, and zO, respectively. Noting that ]I esB ]]ip(zia = 1, s E IR ', we easily obtain the desired estimate (4.5').
The rest of the paper is concerned with a reducibility of the stabilizing functional observer (2.4a) to a purely finite-dimensional one. In the proof of Lemma 4.4, pk have been chosen in order that X*p, are arbitrarily close to the given y, E E, . By noting that {vii} is complete in H, pk can be chosen as linear combinations of a finite number of rij, i.e., i < Z, I being common to 1 < k GM. Let P, indicate the projection operator on H corresponding to the subspace spanned by vii, I < i < S, 1 <j < n,. Note that for any S > I, (24 PJH = (P, 03 P!JH'
Returning to (3.1), let us examine the operator &' + 3". The estimate easily follows from (4.9) where K < K' < min()i,,p,). v(t) is estimated as II 4m G II et> -x4m + II WNf < const e -K'wOII + lI%llHI~ t > 0.
Combining these estimates, we obtain where A, indicates the restriction of A onto the invariant subspace P,H, and is clearly bounded. The existence, the uniqueness, and the analyticity of solutions (x(t), vi(t)) of (4.21) are guaranteed in the same manner as in Section 3. The solution (x(t), vi(t)) derived from (4.20) is clearly independent of (1 -P,) v(0). Equation (4.21) corresponds to the modified control system in which the functional observer (2.4a) is replaced by the second equation of (4.21). The modified observer, the second equation of (4.21), is an (n, t n, t ... + n,)-dimensional one. Let us estimate the states I(t)) of the modified system. We first have 
